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Bonnie Erbe: Hello I’m Bonnie Erbe, welcome to ‘To The Contrary.’  This week we continue our series of 

interviews with women thought leaders and we have Representative Marcia Fudge, an Ohio Democrat 

and former Chair of the Congressional Black Caucus.  Welcome Representative Fudge, thank you for 

joining us. 

Rep.Fudge:  Thank you for having me it is a pleasure to be here. 

Bonnie Erbe:  You are the former chair of the Congressional Black Caucus.  Tell me what the caucus does 

for African Americans and what you did when you were chair of it? 

Rep. Fudge: Let me first say that the caucus represents seventy-eight million Americans.  The majority 

are African Americans, but not all African Americans.  We have representatives in our caucus that are 

not majority minority districts.  And so we pride ourselves in being what we call the conscious of the 

Congress.  We fight for people who are poor, people who are disadvantaged, people who are 

underserved, no matter their race, so that is what we do.  The caucus now has forty-nine members.  It is 

one of the largest caucuses in the House of Representatives and I think that my biggest source of pride 

as chair of the caucus was just to hold everybody together.  You know when you get to be forty-nine 

members everybody has their own issues, but I wanted to focus on the issues that were most important 

to the people we represent and I think that we did that during those two years. 

Bonnie Erbe: Tell me your biggest legislative accomplishment during that time? 

Rep. Fudge: Oh gosh, there was so many.  Of course during my tenure we did things like making sure we 

kept the Affordable Care Act in place.  It was one of the very first votes I took in this building and then to 

come back and make sure that we maintained what we had started I think was significant.  We did work 

on Syria, because of that time we were talking about whether we would go into Syria.  The Iran deal 

probably was a huge deal, so there were a lot of things I think that were important not to just me, but to 

the people I represent as well. 

Bonnie Erbe: Now, obviously since that time we’ve gone from a Democratic President to a Republican 

President and a President who has gone after a lot of programs that have helped as you put it the 

people, you know the poor of all colors.  How has how has your attitude towards your work changed? 

And how have the needs of the constituents you represent changed? 

Rep. Fudge: Let me just say it this way.  I pride myself in being a patriot.  I love my country, over my 

President.  I love my country.  And I think that all of us members of Congress has to look at what’s 

happening to this nation, when you start to do things like take away money for veterans, for veteran’s 

housing, for hungry children, for senior citizens, for the military, then you stop and say we are obviously 

not going in the right direction.  So our job has gotten more difficult, because we have an administration 



that thinks it’s okay to hurt hungry children, to hurt sick people, to hurt senior citizens, to take money 

from education, to take money from programs that benefit the entire world, in terms of research and 

development.  I think we have to stop and say who are we as Americans and I don’t think that answered 

is settled right now and until that answer is settled, it is going to be a difficult term for us, all of us. 

Bonnie Erbe: But how can you say that about President Trump when he has talked about some of the 

Republican attempt to get rid of the ACA as mean mean spirited, in other words my point is he finds 

himself at different times and different moods on different sides of the same issue, so how do you know 

when he is with you or when he’s against you. 

Rep. Fudge: I don’t know that we do I mean to be perfectly honest.  I have listened to him change his 

mind on an issue three times in one day.  But what it says to us it that we have leadership that we can’t 

trust.  We have leadership that goes with whoever the last person was that spoke to them.  Instead of 

leadership that takes a position and lets the American people know this is what is best for you.  This is 

what I believe is best for this country and I say to my colleagues, when Barack Obama was President, if I 

disagreed with I told him I disagreed with him. 

Bonnie Erbe: When did you disagree with him? 

Rep. Fudge: Oh many times. Many times. But I think that it is important for members of the same party 

to say to the President you’re wrong or maybe you need to look at this way.  Let’s take a step back and 

look at who it helps and who it hurts. I don’t think we are there yet. 

Bonnie Erbe: Give me an instance of when you disagreed with President Obama? 

Rep. Fudge: Well one of them was Syria.  The President early on was seriously considering going into 

Syria.  I was one of the ones that disagreed and told him that.  We’ve had issues with food stamps.  The 

White House wanted to make some changes to the way we did food stamps and I said to them if you go 

down this road, it is a slippery slope, because now they’ll have seen you’ve taken money out of food 

stamps, so every time they come back they’ll want to take it too and it happened, more than once. I 

mean we’ve had our differences. 

Bonnie Erbe: How much has come..what percentage of the food stamp budget is no longer going to 

food stamps? 

Rep. Fudge: Oh we’ve taken trillions of dollars over the last years over, since Barack Obama came into 

office, for a number of issues.  We took some money from some teaching issues, so I think that people 

look at we’re doing good here, but you can’t take it from what you’re doing good over here.  I would say 

that there is probably not any leader in any position I’ve ever had that I’ve agreed with one hundred 

percent.  I think Barack Obama was an outstanding President.  Did I agree with everything? No.  And I 

don’t expect people are going to agree with everything this President does, but I always had a sense of 

comfort that he was doing what he thought what was best for this country, and not what was best for 

him or his friends.  I always believed he was doing or wanted to do the right thing. I don’t have that 

same feeling today. 



Bonnie Erbe: Okay, you said himself or his friends, what about party? Do you think this…first let me ask 

you is this Congress one that is more concerned about partisan gains than its’ country? 

Rep. Fudge: Oh absolutely.  There’s no question about it. There’s no question.  I wish President Obama 

had been more concerned about party, because had he been we probably wouldn’t have gotten killed in 

’10 and ’14, if he had cared more about party than policy. I think it’s really important to care about 

policy, but I also think it’s important to care about party, because your President is the head of that 

party, and so I think he should’ve had done more for the party, but clearly he was strong on policy, and 

he was very very strong on what moves the country and made the country better. 

Bonnie Erbe: So he should have been more partisan, you’re saying than he was, even though while he 

was President and Nancy Pelosi was Speaker the Affordable Care Act was passed on a completely 

partisan line vote, in other words not one Republican voted for it, and not one Democrat voted against 

it. 

Rep. Fudge: Well let me tell you why that was.  Mitch McConnell from the very day he got there we are 

not going to do anything that is going to benefit this President. But I sat on a committee of jurisdiction.  

At least a third of the amendments in that bill were Republican amendments.  It wasn’t as though we did 

not go through regular order, hundreds and hundreds of hours of hearings, hundreds and hundreds of 

hours of just going home and talking about it, including myself.  They were involved.  They just did not 

want to vote for it.  It’s not that they didn’t put things in the bill.  They put a lot of things in the bill.  They 

just decided as a party we are going to try to put egg on the face of this President.  It wasn’t because it 

wasn’t good.  That was a strictly partisan act on their part, not ours. 

Bonnie Erbe: Do you see the President Trump’s election and the rise of nationalist forces, which really 

haven’t been heard from much in the last fifty sixty years as any kind of force with any power on the 

American right as a reaction of the two term election of President Obama. 

Rep. Fudge: Oh no question about it. I think that was the determining factor in this election.  You see 

one of the things I have found in my life and in my career is that hate needs a focus.  We have had a lot 

of people who were full of hate and anger for a long time and never knew who they hated, and who 

they were angry at, and so what Trump and others have done is make President Obama the focus of 

their hate and the focus of their anger.  And so he ran the most divisive campaign, probably since Barry 

Goldwater.  He did that knowing that there was a rise in tension and a rise in racial tension in this 

country, and he played on it very, very well.  The first thing he talks about is immigrants sending us their 

rapists and their murderers, but he made President Barack Obama the focus of it all.  Everything that 

was bad in this country.  Obama did it.  He’s doing it today.  This whole issue right now about this 

veteran that was killed LeDavid.  He started out, the first thing he said was Barack Obama didn’t call all 

the families of fallen soldiers, I have. Everything is Barack Obama. He is obsessed with his hatred of 

Barack Obama, and it’s so sad, because it is taking this country in a place where we shouldn’t have to go.  

Barack Obama is gone, create your own legacy, don’t just destroy.  Find a way to build up and represent 

every American, not just the ones that hate the same people you hate.  



Bonnie Erbe: Well, but he seems to have been guided if not by General Kelly, his Chief of Staff, by others 

who were more present in his early administration and are now gone like Steve Bannon.  He seems to 

have been guided away from the extreme. 

Rep. Fudge: [Laughter] 

Bonnie Erbe: You don’t agree with that? 

Rep. Fudge: [Laughter] No. I mean you go out and call the head of another country ‘rocket man.’ You go 

and talk about you’re going to destroy the Iran deal.  You want to tear up every trade agreement.  You 

want to destroy everything that has been done by every President has done before you.  I don’t think 

that is reasonable. I think that is and I don’t want to give him, what I would call my…own my idea of how 

sick he is.  I think he’s a sick man, but because I’m not a doctor I don’t want to give him some prognosis, 

but I do believe there is something wrong with a person who only wants to destroy, and doesn’t want to 

build up, and I don’t think that is good for this country.  I have been fortunate enough to travel outside 

of this country and other countries are afraid, because they think we have a person who is not rational 

and one who they cannot trust.  And what does that say about the greatest nation in the world? 

Bonnie Erbe: Do you think our reputation is crumbling? 

Rep. Fudge: There is no question that it is. 

Bonnie Erbe: How? 

Rep. Fudge: Well, first off if you even look at things like look at his speech, when he goes to the U.N. 

Most nations there do not believe in a world war or a war of any sort that the United States will protect 

them.  They believe we have become isolationist.  They believed we do not care about other countries. 

And that is something that not only do I think that, John McCain has said it.  President Bush has said it.  

Barack Obama has said it. Nation leaders have said it, and world leaders have said it, so it’s not just my 

thinking.  They believe we have become only American, not America first, but only American.  We have a 

standing in the world.  If we want to be the leaders of the world, there is responsibility that comes with 

that and we need to take that responsibility if we want to continue to lead, and if we don’t? Fine. 

Bonnie Erbe: What role do you think Democrats played in getting President Trump elected, in other 

words I recall when Speaker Pelosi was Speaker she’s now majority leader.  She pushed the ACA, the 

Affordable Care Act as I mentioned earlier.  She pushed financial reform for consumers.  She pushed one 

or two other major pieces of legislation.  I guess it was part of the TARP or the federal bailout after the 

economic collapse of 2008 2009.  She pushed a number of major pieces of legislation, without much 

Republican support.  Did that trigger the backlash that created an opening for somebody like a Donald 

Trump to become President? 

Rep. Fudge: Absolutely not.  Most Americans don’t know what we do.  They have no idea of what we 

pass and don’t pass.  What they know is what they feel.  Their perceptions become their reality.  I think 

Democrats probably didn’t explain enough of what we did.  TARP was something that was done at the 

request of George Bush.  The Democratic Party saved the nation by supporting TARP when his own 



people wouldn’t.  The Affordable Care Act has now put 20 million more Americans into insurance.  That 

can’t be a bad thing.  When you look at the things, the policies of our side of the aisle, at least as long as 

I’ve been here, they have been squarely to support the American people.  I think we did not do a good 

job at letting people know of what we really did do.  It’s easy when you’re the opposition party to just 

say no, no, no.  No doesn’t require an explanation. Action requires an explanation and I think we didn’t 

do a good job of explaining it to people. 

Bonnie Erbe: So you think all the Democrats have to do to clean up you know the succession now of 

losses is to change their message as opposed to changing positions on policy? 

Rep. Fudge: No, and I clearly didn’t say that.  I said to you that we didn’t do a good job of telling people 

what had done.  A lot needs to happen today.  I think as much as the hate for Barack Obama was the 

hate for women in the last election.  Misogyny played a huge part.  I think the other thing that happened 

is you look at a President, who got less than, about forty percent of the entire populous of the United 

States.  That’s not a mandate by any stretch of the imagination.  I think that once we start to talk to 

people about we understand what their fears are, when we start to listen to people tell us why they 

didn’t vote our way, instead trying to tell them why. I think once they realize that we are truly a party of 

the people, that we want to do better, that we want for them to understand what we do and we clearly 

care about what they think.  I know people that voted for Donald Trump, and I understand why some of 

them did.  I don’t hate them.  I think that what we need to do as a party is to pull those people in to 

make clear to us what their motivations were. 

Bonnie Erbe: Well isn’t it pretty obvious? 

Rep. Fudge: No. 

Bonnie Erbe: Their motivations were first of all they wanted a shakeup.  They were sick of business as 

usual. Secondly, a lot of them wanted jobs. A lot of them were long term unemployed who don’t even 

figure in the Department of Labor data that come out on unemployment.  Sixty year old white men in 

Michigan who had earned a good living for their families’ as factory workers, as Detroit car 

manufacturers 

Rep. Fudge: But that really isn’t true. 

Bonnie Erbe: Well, that a lot… 

Rep. Fudge: The average voter for Donald Trump makes seventy thousand dollar a year. Seventy.  Poor 

people voted for Hillary Clinton.  Look at the data.  Poor people did not vote for Donald Trump.  Union 

workers voted for Donald Trump, they make thirty dollars an hour.  They’re not poor. 

Bonnie Erbe: When they are working. 

Rep. Fudge: Most of these people worked. 

Bonnie Erbe: But a lot of them were out of work. 



Rep. Fudge: No, they were not out of work.  I want you to look at the data for the people who voted for 

Donald Trump.  People who were out of work voted for Hillary Clinton, just no ifs, ands, but’s about it.  

Bonnie Erbe: but coal workers for example did not vote for Hillary Clinton 

Rep. Fudge: They did not, but they were working. Coal workers voted for Donald Trump, because Hillary 

Clinton wanted to change the way we get energy in this country. Coal mining, I have a lot of friends… 

Bonnie Erbe: But she also made a big mistake, when she slipped and said we wanna put coal miners out 

of work, instead of saying we wanna retrain them for less dangerous higher paying jobs. 

Rep. Fudge: I agree with you, I don’t disagree with that, but they were people that were working and 

were trying to save their jobs. 

Bonnie Erbe: But let me get back to you blamed what’s going on in this country culturally on misogyny 

Rep. Fudge: Some of it is.  A great deal of it is. 

Bonnie Erbe: Well, and a lot of women would agree with you, but please explain your take on it. 

Rep. Fudge: Well a couple of things, and I said this when Barack Obama was first elected in 2008.  I said 

this country was more sexist than it is racist.  Hillary Clinton, and I don’t know that anyone can argue 

this, would arguably been the most qualified person to ever take the Presidency of the United States.  

People came up with ‘I don’t like her’ ‘I don’t like her hair’ ‘I don’t like what she wears.’  Do you know I 

work with people every day that I don’t like their hair or what they wear, but I would not not vote for 

them because they are male, but we do it to women.  I have friends… 

Bonnie Erbe: Well and additionally look at the guy we elected and what he what he thinks of women. 

Rep. Fudge: What he thinks of women.  But can you imagine the things he has said about women, that 

he can still get elected in this country.  I know people for a fact that said the country is not ready for a 

woman President, who said it to me to my face.  It’s not something I’m making up.  They didn’t want a 

woman President.  The attacks that Hillary Clinton withstood for a year and a half, I’m not sure any man 

could have withstood them.  Any time you have a James Comey who will come out and say we are 

investigating Hillary Clinton, but won’t come out and say we are investigating Donald Trump at the same 

time.  That says a lot about who we are as a nation, that we would elect someone who has absolutely no 

business being President of the United States, over someone who was eminently qualified. I understand 

people want to shake it up. 

Bonnie Erbe: And yet, it’s hard to tease out why she lost, of course we have to mention that she won 

the popular vote, but a lot of people said the party should have never have nominated her, because 

there was just way too much baggage and she doesn’t have what a lot of people would call a likeable 

personality.  She talked about it in her book. 

Rep. Fudge: They didn’t say it about Jeb Bush and they’re had already been two Bush Presidents.  How 

much baggage do they carry?  They didn’t say it about them.  We’ve had one Clinton President. We’ve 



had two Bush’s.  They didn’t say it about Donald Trump.  They didn’t say it about any of the men who 

were nominated…nothing, only about the only woman. 

Bonnie Erbe: Do you think enough is being done, you said sexism is worse than racism. 

Rep. Fudge: Absolutely 

Bonnie Erbe: Well first of all, how do you know that?  Because a black male elected and a white female 

was not. 

Rep Fudge: Partially, yes.  Because that white female had an awful lot more exposure, a lot more 

credibility, a lot or money, all of the things that would normally guide a race.  Now am I happy Barack 

Obama got elected? Absolutely. But I’m telling you what I saw and that is the reality of it.  That is the 

truth.  People will want to argue it, but when you ask them face to face, they will normally will tell you 

the truth and a lot of them just didn’t like her because she was strong woman, not a weak woman, a 

strong woman. 

Bonnie Erbe: How do you think women have to overcome that stigma? 

Rep. Fudge: Well I think the first thing women have to do is support other women.  That’s a big part of 

it.  59 percent of white women voted for Donald Trump, after he talked about grabbing their genitalia, 

after he talked about them after he talked about them as if they were pieces of…or books on a table, or 

like chattel.  I just can’t get to that. I just can’t do that.  But black women, on the other hand saw what 

was going on.  We voted almost 90 percent for a woman, so we have to start feeling good about who we 

are as women. 

Bonnie Erbe: But there are a lot of women, Republicans raised in Republican homes. They, I saw an 

interesting survey recently, something like 30 or 40 percent of Democratic women told pollsters that 

they think things are relatively good in the country, but 59 percent of Republican women said the same 

thing, meaning they see themselves as you know Republican women, many of whom are white, most of 

whom are white, obviously the Democratic Party is much more diverse, they don’t feel they need help 

from the government.  They feel like women have arrived. 

Rep. Fudge: Well, I’d tell them to come to my neighborhood so I can show them the women that 

haven’t. The same people, who fight abortion, are the people that can afford to get one if they want it. 

The same people who don’t worry about a hungry kid.  They don’t worry about it, because their children 

are not hungry.  The same one who says the government shouldn’t help veterans who are sleeping on 

the street, it’s because they’re not sleeping on the street.  Let me show them what the federal 

government can do.  No, they want government when it’s about business.  If they work for one of the oil 

companies, they want to get a subsidy for their oil companies.  They are the ones that want the federal 

government to do away with the estate tax that only benefits 200 people.  They are the same ones who 

believe the federal government should give them contracts.  Oh, that’s the kind of government influence 

they want.  What they don’t want is the government to help people they believe are undeserving and 

these people, many of whom, obviously are not undeserving.  But that is what they think, because 



they’ve been brought up in this mindset that if you can’t make it in America, that you’re lazy, you’re 

worthless.  And so I want to show them, come with me sometime.  I’ll show them the difference. 

Bonnie Erbe: Thank you for joining us for this edition of To The Contrary.  Please visit our website and 

our Facebook page and whether you agree or think to the contrary, please join us next week. 

[End] 

 

 

 


